2018 Fall/Winter
Creative Materials partners with industry-leading
architecture firms, developers, and corporate multi-unit
brands to assist with specification and supply of tile, brick
and stone materials.
Building long-term relationships with these clients forges a
true partnership where we are seen as a solution provider,
not simply a material supplier. We add value to each of our
clients’ projects by offering an unmatched combination
of product sourcing capabilities, nationwide supply chain
solutions and excellence in client service.
Our client-focused, consultative approach helps our
business partners “Create With Confidence.” Please visit
our website to learn more about each of the collections
featured in this lookbook.

www.creativematerialscorp.com
1.800.207.2967
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Arden is a collection of natural woods created by mixing two
species in particular, hickory and European walnut. This collection
highlights their best characteristics – the long linear graining of
both woods, the tonal contrast of the hickory graining and the
subtle tonal nuances of the walnut graining. This natural wood
aesthetic creates a timeless elegance.
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Most basaltine collections are one dimensional - you’d be hard
pressed to find a pop of color. Coltina defies that. This collection
examines how colors and patterns respond to the grey base of
the basaltine. Depending on which color pattern is chosen, you
get a different effect. The brightness of the pink pops on the grey
body, while the softness of the purple fades away on the grey.
With twelve pattern options to choose from in seven colors, this
collection will have you looking for a project to use it on!
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Enameled is a collection that balances classic looks and designs
with contemporary palettes and formats. It draws inspiration
from handcrafted ceramics with subtle surface undulation,
delicate lace-like patterns, crackle aesthetics and tonal variations
of watercolor-like glazes. Enameled features a palette of
contemporary neutrals interrupted by soft and deep blues.
Which aesthetic will you select in your next design?
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METAL EFFECTS
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Metal Effects is a collection of metals unlike any other. This
collection studies the nuances and character of metal – whether
it’s the scale of the panels, the color variation that occurs with hand
worked metal, or the way light is meant to reflect off of its surface
– Metal Effects captures this and allows you to take this aesthetic
anywhere in your design.
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Mozzafiato is Italian for breathtaking, which perfectly describes
this collection of rare marbles. Capturing marble in porcelain form
is a timeless process; this gives designers the opportunity to use
otherwise unaffordable and unattainable beauty in their spaces.
Marble in porcelain form also ensures that every slab illustrates
the best and most unique features of the marble it mimics. This
collection is composed of marbles you may be familiar with and
others that have utilized artistic license, which aesthetic will you
select for your next design?
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Phases is a contemporary architectural stone collection which
features three minimalist aesthetics with a warm and cool palette
in multiple finishes. This collection is a study of the phases that
stone can go through to achieve its final look. The three phases
are Leveled, Stippled and Rolled – each one illustrates a different
finishing technique. Which Phase will you use in your next project?
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Steatite, also known as Soapstone, is a type of metamorphic rock
largely composed of the mineral talc. Steatite is relatively soft because
of its high talc content, which can vary by its different colors and
grades. The softer grades may feel similar to soap, hence the name,
Soapstone. This beautiful stone aesthetic has dramatic veining, perfect
for large open floorplans, however due to its soft nature, it would
be destroyed in commercial applications, until now… Our Steatite
collection takes the natural beauty of Soapstone and translates that
into a timeless color body porcelain. The collection’s dimensional
textures mimic traditional hand craving techniques of softer
Soapstone, in a contemporary aesthetic.
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VARIEGATED
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Variegated is a curated collection of ceramic and porcelain tiles in
square formats with tailored color palettes. The 6”x6” ceramic wall tiles
draw inspiration from the handcrafted look of Moroccan “Zellige” tiles;
this aesthetic features a subtle undulation of the tile surface, a hand
cut edge and tonal variation within the glazes. The 8”x8” porcelain tiles
draw inspiration from vintage concrete tiles, mottled and patterned,
and how the aging process effects the color and body of the tile. The
concrete palette reflects tonal variations similar to the “Zellige” inspired
tiles. The third aesthetic of this collection is a structured micro mosaic
look in a 2”x2” format. The micro structures have a fabric-like aesthetic
woven into its surface. The mosaic palette has less colors than the wall
tiles, however the colors do coordinate with the “Zellige” wall tiles.
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